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Pilot of the month: 

 
Derik Samson 

 

 
I would like to be the first to 

congratulate Derik on his new position    

as vice-president of our club.  

I first met Derik about a year ago. I 

knew right away he likes to fly war 

birds, as he owns a few of them. Derik is 

the kind of guy who pays attention to 

detail, as you look at his aircraft you can 

tell. He not only makes the aircraft look 

real, but he also fly’s them like they are. 

Derik was responsible for striping our air 

field this past summer. I have to say he 

did a real nice job. Thanks Derik. 

I was able to spend some time with 

Derik, he is a really great guy. I look 

forward to spending more time flying 

with him.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Aircraft of the month: 

 
B-17 Flying Fortress 

 
 

The Boeing B-17 Flying Fortress is a 

four-engine heavy bomber aircraft 

developed in the 1930s for the then-

United States Army Air Corps 

(USAAC). Competing against Douglas 

and Martin for a contract to build 200 

bombers, the Boeing entry outperformed 

both competitors and more than met the 

Air Corps' expectations. Although 

Boeing lost the contract because the 

prototype crashed, the Air Corps was so 

impressed with Boeing's design that they 

ordered 13 more B-17s for further 

evaluation. From its introduction in 

1938, the B-17 Flying Fortress evolved 

through numerous design advances. 

The B-17 was primarily employed by the 

United States Army Air Forces 
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(USAAF) in the daylight precision 

strategic bombing campaign of World 

War II against German industrial and 

military targets. The United States 

Eighth Air Force based at Thorpe 

Abbotts airfield in England and the 

Fifteenth Air Force based in Italy 

complemented the RAF Bomber 

Command's nighttime area bombing in 

Operation Pointblank to help secure air 

superiority over the cities, factories and 

battlefields of Western Europe in 

preparation for Operation Overlord. The 

B-17 also participated to a lesser extent 

in the War in the Pacific where it 

conducted raids against Japanese 

shipping and airfields. 

From its pre-war inception, the USAAC 

(later USAAF) touted the aircraft as a 

strategic weapon; it was a potent, high-

flying, long-range bomber that was able 

to defend itself, and to return home 

despite extensive battle damage. It 

quickly took on mythic proportions, and 

widely circulated stories and photos of 

B-17s surviving battle damage increased 

its iconic status. With a service ceiling 

greater than any of its Allied 

contemporaries, the B-17 established 

itself as an effective weapons system, 

dropping more bombs than any other 

U.S. aircraft in World War II. Of the 1.5 

million metric tons of bombs dropped on 

Germany by U.S. aircraft, 640,000 tons 

were dropped from B-17s.  

As of September 2011, 13 airframes 

remain airworthy, with dozens more in 

storage or on static display. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tech-Talk: 

LED-Lights 

 

 

As we all know technology has made 

electronics smaller and more affordable 

than ever before,   Lights are no 

exception. With the new led lights, we as 

modelers can use them in many different 

ways. A couple of ways to use them are, 

scale modeling and night flying. Scale 

modelers can now trick their plane out 

with real working lights. They give the 

plane that finished, “light” touch.  

Now Night Flying is a whole new beast. 

How cool would it be, to be able to fly at 

night? Well to answer that - with the led 

strips you can apply them to your 

aircraft in such a manner that you can 

see a full outline of your plane at night 

(you might not want to use your best 

plane at first). Also you can use them to 

light up your radio and electronic case 

(so you can see what you are doing), and 

a hat light wouldn’t be a bad idea. 
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Anyways for those of you who might 

want to try something a bit different look 

into led lighting. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Classified: 

This is the new classified area for you to 

list RC related items for sale or trade. 

 

1.  Specktrum DX6i 6-channel 2.4ghz full 

range spm 6620 radio transmitter for 
$125.00.  I am upgrading to a DX8, that's 
the reason for my sale.  Contact me on cell 
phone  (503) 931-4054 or (503) 931-4054  
or leave message include your name and 
call back number. 
  
Thanks! 
Derek Samson 

 

 

 

 

2.  For sale $140.00 
8 Futaba FM receivers.  20 crystals and a 

programmable 6ch FUTABA 

SKYSPORT 6A FP-T6VA with battery.  

All are used and as is. Two of the 

Futuaba RX's are factory recertified with 

paperwork and have not been flown 

since then.  All for $40.00 special price 

to club members, asking more on craigs 

list. Will trade for DX7  
  
Hobbyzone Supercub Electric 47" 

wingspan. Ready to fly.   $95.00 

Complete, everything that was in box, 

radio, new battery, gear spare parts and 

original box complete. Shown without 

gear, hand launches well. Lands great on 

you lawn without the gear. GEAR 

INCLUDED but not attached. 

Flown about 12 times, fuse snapped in 

front of tail repaired per manual's 

instructions, see pic detail of repair. 

Very easy to fly, perfect trainer.   $95.00 

or Trade for DX7 + some cash  make 

offer 

  

TX battery for DX7, brand new in the 

bag–extended life 2500mah Ni-MH 

Sanyo battery for DX7 $58.00  (20% off 

list) 

 

Jake Bolotin   503-554-0975  503-554-

0975   ferncreek@frontier.com 
 

3.  Twin Otter- free to club 

member only. Soren Miller has a 

winter project if anyone wants to 

work on it. E-mail me if interested   

Let me know what you need listed. 

ShawnBarney@comcast.net 
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In the Hanger: 

 
 

With the winter in full swing it’s time to 

talk building and repair. I’m not sure 

how many guys are still building 

airplanes form kits, as it is a bit more 

costly and the quality might not be up to 

par, but I will say when you do build a 

kit it’s a part of you. Now days with the 

affordability of (RTF) ready to fly  

aircraft it is easy to understand why 

pilots don’t build much anymore. The 

factory built airplanes are very clean 

built and balanced from the start. When 

you add up your cost and time it is 

understandable. On the other hand we 

are a modeling club not a piloting club. I 

would urge you all to build a kit at one 

point or another. You might find you 

really enjoy it. 

Now repairing your aircraft is a different 

subject. I think we should all learn how 

to recover them. With just a few tools 

and some patience it’s not that hard. 

There are many videos on “youtube” that 

can help teach you how to do this. 

 

With the winter here, it is a good time to 

perform some maintenance on your 

batteries. Be sure to discharge all of 

them from time to time, as they do lose 

some of their memory. 

Batteries are a big part of our hobby. 

With the cost and size of  lipo’s it is easy 

to understand why many of the aircraft 

at the field are electric and not nitro. I 

think they keep getting smaller and more 

powerful every year. Who knows what 

the future holds with batteries. As far as 

what brand is the best, I don’t think it 

really maters as long as they produce 

good results. I will try to talk more about 

this subject in a future article. 

  

 

 

Last words: 

It looks like we will be moving the flight 

field this summer. As we prepare to do 

this Dave Bibbee has ask if anyone has 



experience with this kind of operation, if 

so we would urge you to please let us 

know. We will be putting a committee 

together soon to help assist with this 

move. The proposed site will be an 

upgrade, as an additional runway will 

be added, as well as two control line 

circles. Let’s all pitch in and help the 

transition go smooth. 

Just a quick reminder that our modeling 

room in the museum is now equipped 

with hanger space for your aircraft. If 

you don’t have enough space in your 

shop you are welcome to hanger them 

here. Contact Cecil Mead if you need to 

make arrangements to do so.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Next month: 

 

Simple Plastic Airplane Design (SPAD). 

We will take a look at the different 

aircraft you can build with coro plastic. 

With the spad event on our schedule I 

think we should all have one or two 

spads to fly. 

 

Next month, I will explore field 

equipment. What does it take to fly at 

the field? I will take a closer look at the 

equipment it takes to keep your airplane 

in the air. 

Until then…Fly safe and have fun !                                     

 

 


